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About us
The Team of SIETAR Austria is eager to promote the
exchange between researchers, trainers and practitioners
in the intercultural field.

SIETAR Austria is a networking platform, scientific

As a platform, we are eager to increase the recognition of
intercultural competence as an important and relevant
topic and leverage opportunities for experts in this field.

Connect worldwide

Our philosophy is to
… enhance and promote intercultural awareness and
understanding to support solving societal challenges
in civil society and business.
… ensure the growth of the intercultural profession and
the research and development of new education /
training methods and tools.
… build and manage a diverse network, which benefits
all intercultural-interested parties.

forum and f acilitator for the intercultural community.

SIETAR Austria is an active member of SIETAR Global, the
biggest association fostering awareness for intercultural
subjects in research, politics, economy and education
worldwide.
The worldwide SIETAR network consists of SIETAR Global
Connect (founded 1974), SIETAR Europa (founded 1991),
more than 30 national as well as regional networks with
over 3000 members, along with Young SIETAR, a network
for students and young professionals.

Networking platform,
scientific forum and
facilitator for the
intercultural community

SIETAR Austria strives to serve
as a platform for people in the
intercultural field and to promote

Training

the interdisciplinary exchange in
economy, science and society.

Business
Education

Our events

Research

SIETAR Austria is a networking platform offering regular
events and publications. Our topics include intercultural
management, international business, cooperation in a
global environment and intercultural communication and
training.
SIETAR Austria Culture Talks
 Presentations from renowned speakers
 Exchange of knowledge and experience in a relaxed
atmosphere
 Networking opportunities
SIETAR Austria Culture Workshops
 Events with intercultural themes lasting for one or
more days
 Top national and international speakers
 Intense exchange of knowledge and experience
SIETAR Austria Culture Webinars
 Knowledge transfer from experienced colleagues
from across the globe
SIETAR Austria Culture Senses
 Insights into the culinary aspect of culture
 First-hand cultural experiences

Your benefits
We look forward to welcoming all those who are interested to be added to our network. As a member of SIETAR
Austria you will you will benefit from:
 aterial and presentations discussed in our events
M
Access to the worldwide SIETAR network
Reduced fees to SIETAR events worldwide
Membership with SIETAR Europa
Reduced prices for intercultural offers from our
partners
 E-newsletters with current information on inter
cultural topics and events
 Promotion of your company or your service on our
website






Join us to …
…h
 ighlight the need for increased intercultural awareness in Austria
…b
 e connected with like-minded specialists all over the
world
… bring

your ideas and energy - we can offer space for
your creativity
… share your resources, ideas, research and best practices
with experts
… c ontribute to the development of the intercultural
profession that is dedicated to promoting real understanding among people in Austria

Interested in becoming a member?
Detailed information can be found online:
www.sietar.at or info@sietar.at
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